
Imagine a Virtual Courtroom 
that functions like the real thing
It can be a reality - if you select the right technology partner.
Be sure to ask them the following questions before your start.

Can it support multi-channel recording to produce court transcripts for each person?
Court recordings should capture individual channels for each persona so they can be easily 
isolated for later transcription. 

Is the solution  feature-rich, offering the tools you need to function as a true Courtroom?
Does it have private lobbies where content can be displayed and the judge is free to speak 
to any individual or group as needed? Does it provide private sidebars for client/attorney or 
judge to use and include document/evidence cameras?

Does the solution support remote participants via a simple, intuitive solution that can 
be used anywhere, anytime on a smartphone, tablet, or other mobile device?
Mobility is a necessity. And effective mobility requires easy-to-use software that can operate 
on a user’s existing device without the need to purchase additional expensive equipment.

Is it protected by encrypted and FedRAMP Authorized security features?
Privacy of proceedings and encryped media are critical to protecting the integrity of our legal 
system. Federally approved solutions provide the highest level of data privacy.

Can the solution isolate and vary recording of a variety of sidebar configurations?
Courts should adopt simple-to-use, real-time technology that can easily shift to private 
sidebar conversations and recording with a touch of a button.

Does the solution allow consecutive, simultaneous, relay, and teaming interpretation 
for remote interpreters ?
When a non-English speaking or LEP participant’s speech is translated, it should be done 
efficiently without delay to speed proceedings and retain accuracy.

Can their camera controls provide active, dedicated, and locked views?
Body language, facial expressions, and other non-verbal clues can reveal more than just 
the words spoken. All parties benefit from the capability to lock cameras on defendants and 
witnesses during testimony
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Contact your Cisco Representative for more information.

We’re here to help you transition your courtroom to virtual status with 
secure and simple-to-use remote video access.


